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SPECIAL POINTS
INTEREST:

January 15, 2005
OF

• Plan to attend the CBC
Hunting Test on Feb. 2627, 2005 at California City.
Go to the CBC website for
more info.
• CBC Specialty Show will be
held on Sunday, May 29th
in conjunction with San
Fernando Kennel Club at
the Pomona Fairgrounds
• Next Newsletter Publication will be April 1st 2005.
Deadline is March 15th.
Send ideas, brags and info
to Sharon Kalionzes, see
address & phone number
info on back.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S
CORNER
I would like to put in a
President’s letter welcoming everyone to the
New Year! We have
several events coming
up that many volunteers
have spent much time
putting together. First
off -- we have the field
trial on the weekend of
February 6. With the
end of February arrives
a Super Hunting Test

where some of us may
get four legs in one
weekend!! The end of
May brings our CBC
breed specialty show
which is also very well
attended. Later this
year we will have a
Willi Match and the
CBC awards banquet.
I would like to wish
ALL of the CBC competitors a happy New
Year (a little late) and

much luck and skill in
ALL of the upcoming
events. A huge thank
you to Sharon and your
staff for putting together the newsletters
and also to all of our
dedicated volunteers
that work so hard to put
together all of our
events!
Thanks so much.
Bill Hacker

CBC FALL FIELD TRIAL
BY ROZANNE WOELM
The CBC held its fall
trial on Oct. 30-31 at
California City. The
weather was nice
(meaning no rain, wind
or snow of any significance) for that time of
year and those of us who
have been there before
felt very fortunate for
that. There were 76
starters in all so …

“HUSTLE” was the
key word of the weekend. On Saturday
night, after the days
running, we not only
celebrated but had a 1st
time ever event for the
California Brittany
Club. We celebrated
with Eldon Bouchie
and Sally Jordan for
finishing Keystone’s

Ricochet (English Setter), better known as
Calvin, to his Field
Championship as well
as Pennie Petersonowner and Craig
Lewis-handler for finishing FC Shiloh’s
Mad About You
“Maddie” to her Amateur Field Championship. Congrats again!!
(Continued on page 2)
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CBC FALL FIELD TRIAL
(Continued from page 1)

They treated us to a WONDERFUL Happy Hour with hors de
oeuvres and a GREAT tri-tip
dinner in honor of their newly
crowned canine. Members
brought potluck dishes to add as
well as great stories to tell. Being Halloween…our 1st ever
Halloween parade…for the animals was a rousing success.
There were cowboys, devils,
hula girls, cows, clowns as well
as SUPER DOG and to no ones
surprise... Elvis was in the
house!
So much
fun!!!!
The raffle, held
during
all the
festivities, featured a
beautiful
horse
blanket
and
many,
many nice items. Linda
McDonald always does an exceptional job with our raffles
and if I may say, “Thank you
Linda, and you are the luckiest
person I know.”
With next to no complaints (we
are human,
after all) the
trial finished on
schedule
and with a
new Field
Champion
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to brag about. Member Karen
Nelson’s “Nelle” finished her
Field Championship under the
able whistle of Paul Doiron. I
know everyone left with a great
feeling of pride and a sense of “a

job well done.” The Field
Trial Committee deserves
a BIG round of applause
for all of their time and
hard work. We also
thank the many members

and participants who always
help make these trials a success. Big thanks to Ed and
Linda Dixon and their fine
family Brad and Shannon Renfree for numerous jobs and
bird planting, Cindy and Bill
Leffingwell for all of their
hard work and time in the sad-

dle, Rich and Helen Harbour
along with Rozanne Woelm and
Margaret Waite for morning
coffee and lunches, Bill Landress, Linda Langford and
Myra-Dawn Ellis for all the hard
work and headaches behind the
scenes as well as at the trial, to
Jerry Rosenberg for providing
the “Mic” so that we could
thank Barbara Robben for hustle
and muscle in getting the dogs
to the line, Margaret Horstmeyer
and Toni Avedissian for their
invaluable contributions of time
and hard work and of course to
members Bob Woelm and
Craig Lewis who spent their
time in the saddle watching our
Brits. From this reporter and
member…..you are all just
AWESOME!

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

Here are the placements:
Open All Age
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4th FC AFC SHILOH'S BLAZIN
TRI'D N TRU
Marc Rittner
"BERNIE". Sire: DC BOOKER COOKER. Dam:
DC SHILOH'S BLAZIN SHADIE SADIE.
Owner: Marc & Vicki Rittner

Starters: 13

Judges: Craig Lewis & Ellis Herz
1st TERRA'S CABO WABO
Paul Doiron
"SAMMY". Sire: FC REDLINE'S TEQUILA
SMOKER. Dam: DC AFC TRAVELER'S
REIGN OF TERRA. Owner: Tom White & Margaret Horstmeyer

2nd BLUEWATER TWISTER
Wayne Down

Amateur All Age Starters: 13
Judges: Roy Terry & Dale Shores

"TWISTER". Sire: BLUEWATER PINK. Dam:
BLUEWATER LILLY. Owner: Patrick Jacobs

1st DC AFC TRAVELERS REIGN OF
TERRA
Margaret Horstmeyer

3rd FC BLUEWATER GUNS-ABLAZEN
Wayne Down

"TERRA". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S TRAVELER.
Dam: MINNIE PEARL. Owner: Tom White &
Margaret Horstmeyer

"GUNNER". Sire: BLUEWATER PINK. Dam:
BLUEWATER LILLY. Owner: Patrick Jacobs

4th KELLY KANYON KATE
Paul Doiron
"KATE". Sire: FC REDLINE'S TEQUILA
SMOKER. Dam: FC REPEAT'S SAN-DEE.
Owner: Carolyn & Jerry Cape

2nd FC BLUEWATER GUNS-ABLAZEN
Cary Crum
"GUNNER". Sire: BLUEWATER PINK. Dam:
BLUEWATER LILLY. Owner: Patrick Jacobs

3rd CH RLB'S MILO KIDD—GWP
4th BLUEWATER TWISTER
Cary Crum
"TWISTER". Sire: BLUEWATER PINK. Dam:
BLUEWATER LILLY. Owner: Patrick Jacobs

Amateur Gun Dog Starters: 21
Judges: Steve Cosgrave & Bob Woelm
1st FC AFC TUCALOTA'S CHARLEY
GIRL
Ed Mayhew
"CHARLEY". Sire: SILVERADO'S JUBILEE.
Dam: CANYON VIEW'S LITE. Owner: Ed
Mayhew

Open Derby

Starters: 14

Judges: John Cushing & Bob Braley
1st SHADY'S THE PRICE IS
RIGHT
Paul Doiron

2nd OUTSIDE RUDY JOE—EP
3rd SHILOH'S WHOA NELLIE MH
Karen Nelsen
"NELLE". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S TRAVELER.
Dam: DC SHILOH'S BLAZIN' SHADIE SADIE.
Owner: Karen Nelsen

Open Gun Dog

2nd BLUEWATER FLYING ACE
Wayne Down

1st SHILOH'S WHOA NELLIE MH
Paul Doiron

3

rd

MIDAS ZIPPIN RED HOT DOT
Wayne Down

"DOTTIE". Sire: NAFC FC AFC LEA'S RUNNING JAYHAWK. Dam: FC AFC POKI DOT.
Owner: Dale & Rosalie Shores

4th DAKOTA'S BOOKER T
Dakota Renfree
"BOOKER". Sire: FC AFC BURFORD'S
BOOKED FIRST CLASS. Dam: FC SHILOH'S
BLAZIN MAD ABOUT YOU. Owner: Dakota
Renfree & Brad Renfree

Starters: 8

Judges: Steve Cosgrave & Dale Shores
1st ALMADEN'S LONE SHADOW
DANCER
Sherry Larsen
"DOTTIE". Sire: NFC FC AFC SHAMBO'S
DARK SHADOW. Dam: CH ALMADEN'S
LONE RIVER ROMANCE. Owner: Sherry
Larsen & F.G. Larsen & Sara Hellett

2nd ADIOS BUCKAROO
Paul Doiron
"BUCK". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S BUCKAROO.
Dam: ADIOS MY FRIEND. Owner: Paul R.
Doiron & Peggy J. Doiron

3rd K NINE'S TUCALOTA BEAR
Ed Mayhew
"BEAR". Sire: K NINE'S BEELINE BULLET.
Dam: TUCALOTA CREEK PICABO. Owner:
Arlette Hennessey and Ed Mayhew

4th ADIOS LITTLE JANIE
Paul Doiron
"JANE". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S BUCKAROO.
Dam: ADIOS MY FRIEND. Owner: Paul R.
Doiron & Peggy J. Doiron

4th CH RLB'S MILO KIDD—GWP

"STEELE". Sire: SHADY'S MODEL T. Dam:
FC/AFC SHADY'S CHIK-IN-LITTLE. Owner:
Antoinette Fabre & Rocky Dennis

"ACE". Sire: BLUEWATER PINK. Dam:
BLUEWATER LILLY. Owner: Cary Crum

Open Puppy

Starters: 17

Judges: Ellis Herz & John Cushing
"NELLE". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S TRAVELER.
Dam: DC SHILOH'S BLAZIN' SHADIE SADIE.
Owner: Karen Nelsen

2nd FC AFC TUCALOTA'S BLAZN
OCHO
Ed Mayhew
"OCHO". Sire: FC AFC LOBO'S MAHOGANY
BLAZE. Dam: TUCALOTA CREEK ALI-BYE.
Owner: Ed Mayhew

3rd FC TULE RIVER'S TRAVELING
SAM
Paul Doiron
"SAM". Sire: FC SAM-DEE'S TRAVELER.
Dam: FC AFC TULE RIVER'S FULL MOON
MAGGIE. Owner: Barbara Robben & Jerry
Rosenberg

Do you know who this two legged
parade participant is?...
None other than our Karen Nelsen.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Happy New
Year all!!

The rain has finally stopped and the
mountain range, with it’s snowcapped top looks beautiful in the
sunshine. Our condolences to anyone who lost family or property to
the rain and mudslides which
started 2005. Hopefully, good
weather will return to California for
the remainder of the year.
The CBC has its Fall Trial to look
forward to in February, as well as
the Hunting Test. Those of you
with computer access should be
sure to check out the new look at
the CBC website:
www.californiabrittanyclub.org

Myra-Dawn has worked magic
with it, and it is beautiful as well
as informative. All the upcoming
events are/will be posted there.
The newsletter is there, as well as
informational sites to look at. I
love all the photographs she has
included at the sites! For those of
you without computers, the newsletters will be sent via mail to you.
Everyone will receive the membership list by mail only this issue.
As always.... send me your brags,
announcements, information
you’d like to put in the newsletter.
If I don’t get it, we can’t print it...
please be certain to include the
“formal” name of your dog, the

TATTLE TAILS
PJ’s Red Sun A Risin, MH aka
“Sunny” Took 1st OGD at the Midwest BC trial in Nov. ‘04 for proud
owners Hal and Jodi Engle, handler:
Jimmy Berneathy.

DC TJ’s Single Shot of Scipio, aka
“Emme,” took 2nd in AAA at Sahuaro for owners Margaret
Horstmeyer & Tom White.

Dakota Renfree took 1st and Best Jr.
Showmanship at the Willi Match,
8/21/04 and 1st Jr. 6/26/04 at Beverly
Hills K.C. Her Jr. Showmanship dog
is, of course, “Booker-T.”

New Field Champion! FC Shiloh’s
Whoa Nellie, MH aka “Nelle”
owned by Karen Nelsen took 1st in
OGD to finish her FC on 10/30/04
with Paul Doiron handling, Peggy
scouting. Congratulations to you
all!! Nelle also took 3rd in AGD
with Karen handling at the same
trial. 11/06/04 Nelle took 2nd OGD
at High Desert, and 2nd OGD at the
German Wirehair Pointer Club on
11/13/04.

Dakota’s “Booker-T”, owned by
Dakota Renfree and Brad Renfree
went 4th in Derby at CBC trial 10/3031/04, & 2nd OD at High Desert BC
11/06/04 with Dakota handling. He
went 2nd OD at Northern CA BC
9/30/04, 2nd OD at GSPC on 2/25/04
and 2nd AGD at High Desert BC with
Ed Dixon handling.
DC/AFC Traveler’s Reign of
Terra, aka “Terra,” owned by Margaret Horstmeyer/Tom White took 1st
in AAA at Sahuaro BC trial 01/08/05.

CH Lone Oak’s Sovereign Delta
aka “Sally,” owned by Beverly
Perdue-Bemis & Ron Bemis took
BOS at the Palm Springs KC show
1/8-9/05, both days. Congratulations! Handler: Loran Morgan

“call” name, the event and the date
for your brags. I know most of
your dogs by their call name but
have a real test remembering their
formal name. I need help with
those please!
Best of luck to everyone for successful competition in your favorite
“games of choice”!
Have FUN, travel safely, and hopefully meet new people to exchange
ideas with about our wonderful
dogs. Have a great Spring!
Sharon K.
Please, it’s up to you to let us
know when your dog does something
wonderful. If you don’t tell us…
we can’t print it!

New Champion! CH Burford’s
What Was I Thinking, aka
“Ashley” took WB, 5 point major
on 1/8/05 to finish her “CH” at just
14 months old for owner/handler
Lynda Evans. Lynda is the cobreeder with Pennie Peterson ...
Congratulations to you both!
New JH! CH Swift River’s Destiny’s Child, JH aka “Ellie,” finished her Junior Hunter 12/1112/04. She earned one leg at the
Vizsla Club of So. CA on Saturday,
and finished at the Shooting Dog
Club of Las Vegas on Sunday. She
also started her Agility competition
11/28/04 at Contact Point Agility
trial in Ventura, qualifying in Novice Standard scoring 95 & taking
1st place, in Novice Jumpers she
scored 95 also and took 2nd place.
At High Desert Agility 12/31/04
she also “double Q’d” earning legs
in both Standard & Jumpers
(Continued on page 5)
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THE WILLI CONTRACT
BY RICH HARBOUR
As you may or may not know,
when I (Rich Harbour) was filling
out Rookie’s (not the pick of the
litter) initial AKC registration papers, the loving wife was too busy
and “not available” to answer questions about how to fill in the blanks.
So when Rich asked how he should
fill in the ownership part there was
no input from her. She just answers
“Whatever you want,” so Rich
thinks, “No big deal, the fewer
names the less filling out he had to
do.” So Rookie is registered to
Rich Harbour alone. This is where
the plot begins to thicken. The
lovely wife gets talked (by one “S.
Kalionzes”) into taking a handling
class because he (Rookie) has matured into a fairly good looking dog.
After the first blue ribbon, the wife
is hooked. But the owner, Rich
Harbour, gets all of the ink. Fast
forward several years and CH First
Time Flyer gets an “Award of
Merit” at the 2004 summer nationals and Helen’s picture with the
pooch in the Brittany Magazine.
But whoops; owner Rich Harbour
gets the ink and who knows who

that fine looking chick is next to the
dog? Then Rookie wins the Willi
Match and this yarn is getting more
tangled by the moment. You see
each side of the base of the perpetual Willi trophy has a plate with the
date, winner’s AKC name, and
owner’s name, dating all of the way
from 1962. Rich thinks the en-

graved plate will make a fine
Christmas present but what ownership to engrave on the plate? So he
devises a compromise of sorts, or
you may see it as a contract, or in
another light, a guarantee for his
future. You see, Rich knows who
comes first in the pecking order of

TATTLE TAILS (CONT.)
(Continued from page 4)

(perfect score) taking two blue ribbons. She is owned by Sharon Kalionzes & Pennie Peterson and handled by Sharon.
CH Swift River’s Surfer Girl JH,
aka “Gidget” owned by Rich and
Helen Harbour finished her JH at
the Vizsla Club of So CA in Jean,
Nevada with Helen doing the honors on the whistle. Congratulations!!

CH Booker’s Northern Legacy,
aka “Emo” went 1st AGD at High
Desert BC trial 11/6-7/04 with
owner Lynda (& David) Evans handling, on 11/13-14/04 Emo won the
Open Limited GD stake at the
GWPC trial with Pennie Peterson
handling.
Shiloh’s Chance of a Lifetime aka
“Chance” was 1st OP at Orange
Coast Weimy trial 10/9-10/04 for
owner Pennie Peterson

favorites around the house. If for
some crazy reason this lovely couple should separate or divorce, giving up that dog to her husband is
simply not an alternative. So here it
is, the little note that was attached
to the engraved plate to be screwed
(no pun intended) back onto the
trophy:
Upon the acceptance of this engraving for the perpetual Willi
Match trophy marked “2004 CH
FIRST TIME FLYER RICH &
HELEN HARBOUR” Helen Harbour acquires half ownership of
CH First Time Flyer, an AKC
registered orange and white Brittany. However, Helen Harbour,
upon said acceptance, relinquishes all ownership, should
there be a separation or divorce
in the marriage between Helen &
Rich Harbour and full ownership
returns to Rich Harbour, the
original owner of First Time
Flyer.
She will never leave me; she loves
that dog too much. Rich

CBC sold the most raffle tickets for the ABC Raffle Ticket
Contest. For 1st place CBC sold

273 tickets. 2nd place Washington
BC sold 165 and 3rd place Oregon
BC sold 50.
Overall each region sold:
West Coast
687
Mid West
195
East Central
134
Central
114
East Coast
22

Way to go CBC!
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LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
I received correspondence as editor
from a member who stated her feelings about the latest “non-issue” of
the NL.
“Will there be a CBC newsletter
this month?”
Vicki
“I’m sorry...we’re running a bit late
with the holidays and some personal things going on. Most everyone has been a little late in their
articles, brags and news. Bear with
us...it will come in February.”
Sharon
“You're being way too nice to those
who are late. What ever happened
to deadlines? If someone doesn’t
get their brags, articles, whatever
in on time, I don’t see why you
should hold up production and
wait.
Not every CBC newsletter needs to
be 12 pages. As Editor, can’t you
make an editorial decision to go
ahead with whatever you have?
And if there is something going on
in your personal life that makes it
difficult for you to make the time to
do this, I totally understand. You
just need to let it go and let the officers find someone else to do it.
This is not worth any more anxiety
on your part, if you’ve got other
troubles to deal with. JMO...”
Vicki
I do apologize for it being late this
beginning of ‘05. For many years
we did not have a newsletter. I was
asked to do it again, when I rejoined the club, and I feel we have a
WONDERFUL team of people to

put it together. I am, as are the rest
of the team, very proud of how the
newsletter has evolved and
enlarged. We have had positive
feedback from most of the members
about “On Point.” There will be
times that it may not be exactly “on
time,” but we do try our best.
There are many things that come
into play with getting the newsletter
out...none the least is our lives apart
from the CBC. We do try our hardest to be on time. I personally
apologize for the New Year’s edition being “tardy.” I would like to
state that it IS the first time in three
years that it has been late...but late
it is.
If the membership would like to
have someone take over my job,
have them get in touch with the
board. I would be happy to step
down if people are
unhappy with my
service.
Sincerely,
Sharon
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REMEMBERANCES
It is with deep sadness that we
must report that Jodi Engel passed
away Friday
evening, Feb 11.
She will be
missed by all,
and our hearts
and prayers are
with her husband Hal, and her children. In
Lieu of flowers, donations can be
made to the Marv Nelson Brittany
Fund in her name; or to the Benton
County Hospice or to the Chimini
Kennel Club for a Junior Showmanship Scholarship in Jodi's
name. Those can be sent c/o
McHenry Funeral Home, 206 NW
5th Street, Corvallis, OR 97330.
You can read her obituary at:
http://www.gazettetimes.com/
articles/2005/02/15/news/
obituaries/obit2.txt
Our most sincere condolences to
Margaret Horstmeyer and her
family on the loss of her Mother on
October 10, 2004.
Condolences go to Marc and
Vicki Rittner on the loss of
Marc’s Father on Dec. 26th.

Jason Keim
9737 LA Canada Way
Shadow Hills, CA
91040
Aurelia Dundee-Farinas
17316 Wilton Place
Torrance, CA 90504
Walter Williams
PO Box 1274
Pollock Pines, CA 95726

Rich Harbour and BobWoelm
have had major surgery on
"parts" of their bodies that will
need rehab. Get well soon Guys!
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GETTING LATER

(WHY DO THINGS GO WRONG WHEN YOU’RE IN A HURRY?)
BY MYRA-DAWN ELLIS
I should have known that we
were in for an adventure when
Linda and I tried to leave home
starting out two-hours late and
with the RV still plugged in to
the electricity outlet. Getting
stuck in LA traffic put us even
more behind schedule.
Then, when nearing Sacramento, I
needed another rest room break.
Luckily there is a bathroom in the
RV so we pulled off at an exit that
was marked no service in the “Exit
Book.” Should have been a simple
stop…HA! Couldn’t find the on
ramp back to the freeway, so we
then made a left turn onto a dead
end road. Tried to back up the
“rig” (31’ RV and 20’ horse trailer)
back onto the main road with the
biggest concern being the traffic.
POP POP! You guessed it! We
jacked knifed the rig leaving a dent
in the RV, the bumper was bent
after gouging a big hole in the horse
trailer! We decided to try a different approach…turn around…30
minutes later we were back on the
road. Even more behind schedule!
Our plans to arrive at the trial
grounds before dark are really not
going to happen now.
We continued through the last town
of Sheridan. Darkness fell as we
navigated on dirt roads, undauntedly working with our trusted map
we follow the directions to the “T.”
Counting off the mileage distances
marked in the directions… all turns
were located where they were supposed to be. At last, the final turn
and we were on the road to the trial
grounds. But here no distance was
listed. Humm… Linda got out and

checked the area near the cattleloading thing… could hear dogs but
thought that there was a bigger entrance farther down. We continued
down the road, saw another sign,
Linda gets out and reads it. “No off
road vehicles” OK, perhaps we
passed the grounds. Can’t hear
dogs anymore, and no place to turn.
We continue traveling on and find a
place that looks like other vehicles
might have turned around there.
Both of us get out and using flashlights we decided that it was the
widest turn that we had seen for
awhile… We can do it! Boy, oh
boy, were we wrong! Half way
through the turn everything
stopped! The RV is now completely blocking the road, resting
with the gas tank on the ground, the
rear tires spinning and the trailer is
at an awkward angle that lifted the
back tires of the dual axles off the
ground.
Worried about the horses, we
unloaded them and tied them to
trees. Then disconnected the trailer.
Still couldn’t move the RV. For the
first time since Dale passed away, I
left the shovel at home and we
couldn’t dig under the tires. If we
lifted the RV on the jacks to try and
put something under the tires, it hit
the trailer more!
To make matters worse we were
concerned about being hit from cars
on the road. Linda started to get her
horse ready to ride back to where
we heard the dogs hoping to get
help. Just got the horse blanket on
and a car full of partying kids approached. Linda convinced these

teenagers that they needed to go
back down the road for help since
they could not go past us.
Heard later that they got back to the
trial grounds and the driver said,
“Hey dude, is there a Paul or Bill
here? There are two chicks stuck
down the road with an RV and the
horses are running wild! You can’t
miss ‘em, they are blocking the
whole road.”
Paul and Bill came to our rescue.
First when Paul was getting in position to move the trailer he caught
his running board and ripped it off
his truck. Then came the lecture
when we realized the front wheel
for the trailer was left at home.
Nonetheless, they dragged the
trailer out of the way so the RV
could be elevated to make more
traction under the tires. Finally,
they got the RV to the side of the
road to let the cars that were waiting pass by. I saw that my horse
was standing partly in the road so I
started toward him as fast as I could
in the dark...WHOOPS!...fell down
into a 7’ hole next to the road. Paul
and Linda saw me one second then
I was gone the next. Linda ran over
and helped me out. Bruised and
battered we made it safely to the
trial grounds! And ONLY FOUR
hours late!
Nothing happened that can’t be
fixed. We are better friends…and
can laugh about our adventure.
Needless to say, the shovel and the
wheel are now stored in the trailer,
never to be left behind again.
Sorry, no photos! hee hee
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Application for New Membership, Renewals and Address Changes
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I, ______________________________________________ am enclosing dues
in the amount of (check an amount)
□ $30.00 (one year)
□ $60.00 (two years)
□ $90.00 (three years)
& hereby apply for ____ year(s) active membership in California Brittany Club.
Send your membership to:
Margaret Horstmeyer, 3760 W. Meyer Road, San Bernardino, CA 92407
Name: __________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________________
State: ________________ Zip+4: ___________________________________
Home Phone: (

) ______________________________________________

Work Phone: (

) ______________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________

Web Site
Myra-Dawn Ellis

951-789-7222

Willi Match
Helen Harbour

562-431-0961

□ Check box to be excluded from the club directory.
Note: Associate Memberships are $3.00 per person per year
Please print clearly

